
Bulk ordering for the first 
time?

Enquiry made easy.



Production & Delivery

1. Production Timelines 

Depending on the order size, we need a minimum of 20 days for production once the order 

has been confirmed through advance 50% payment. For larger orders, the timeline would 

increase.

2. Delivery Timelines 

For our complimentary delivery service: our courier partner, Fedex Surface undertakes our 

deliveries & typically takes 4-6 days for reaching any location pan-India. Though since our 

workshop is in New Delhi - for NCR deliveries, we can have it delivered within 1-2 days of the 

units being ready.

 



 

3. Changes after order placement

Once orders have been confirmed and taken into production or dispatched or delivered, we 

cannot make any major changes in the order quantities or exchange for different product 

units. For any minor changes, we will try to accommodate to what is best possible, however 

any additional product or delivery charges will need to be borne by the client.



4. Packaging Details

Each product is packed in it's own individual 

packaging which includes:

1. A dust cover (inner packaging) 

2. A cardboard box

To prevent any transit damage.

 



Shipping:

5. Air Cargo Charges Estimation

For estimation of air cargo transport charges at your end, you will need to calculate 

volumetric weight of each box. L * B * H (in cms) divided by 5000 will give the volumetric 

weight of each box. For dimensions of each of our box sizes, please get in touch with us.

 

6. No TDS is applicable 

At the time of making the payment, on such bulk orders TDS is not applicable since it is a 

direct purchase/supply of bags with customized branding. It is not in the nature of only a 

branding contract, where such a TDS may be applicable.



GST:

7. GST claim by companies

Yes it is applicable. The discounted price includes the 18% GST that can be claimed back. 

While placing the order online on our website, there won't be a placeholder for mentioning 

the GST details. However, once the order is placed online, please share your GST details with 

us over email and we will include the GST details in the Invoice that we will share back with 

you. In whichever invoices the GST Number is mentioned, we will be filing it with the 

government regularly, so that GST input can be claimed at your end.

8. GST Billing mandatory

It is mandatory to include the relevant taxes in all our invoicing.  The discounted corporate 

pricing offered includes the 18% GST.



Contact us, at:

+91 9711660386

Or

Contactus@TheAssembly.in


